
CITY OF LOS ANGELES
INTER-DEPARTMENTAL CORRESPONDENCE

Date: April 12, 2018

The Honorable Councilmember Bob Blumenfield, Chair 
Public Works and Gang Reduction Committee

To:

-4/ Electronically Signed by Ted Allen 
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Gary Lee Moore, City Engineer 
Bureau of Engineering

From:

Subject: PUBLIC WAY RESERVATION SYSTEM (PWRS) AND CLOSURE 
NOTIFICATION TO THE PUBLIC TO MINIMIZE PUBLIC IMPACT 
COUNCIL FILE 17-0988

RECOMMENDATIONS:

As part of the effort to upgrade the current Public Way Reservation System (PWRS) and 
improve the public notification of construction activities within the public right-of-way, the 
Bureau of Engineering (BOE) recommends the following:

Request that the City Attorney draft an ordinance to amend various Los Angeles 
Municipal Code (LAMC) sections discussed herein, with input from the Bureau of 
Contract Administration (BCA), BOE and other city departments as needed.

1.

Request that the Board of Public Works (Board), with assistance from the 
Department of Transportation (LADOT), develop a standard notification procedure 
to create a uniform notice for permit applicants to inform the public of certain 
construction activities, such as lane closures, sidewalk closures and parking 
removal.

2.

Direct BOE to report back within 90 days with analysis and recommendations of 
improvements to the PWRS, and identify any budget needs to implement an 
upgraded PWRS by July 2021.

3.

BACKGROUND AND DISCUSSION:

This document is prepared in response to the Motion (Huizar - Blumenfield; CF 17-0988) 
relative to the City’s procedures for notifying the public about traffic lane, parking lane,
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and sidewalk closures; and, opportunities to either update and enhance the PWRS or 
develop a real-time right-of-way closure portal. Specifically, the Motion instructed LADOT, 
the Bureau of Street Services, BCA and BOE to report on the current procedures for 
these types of notification. Furthermore, the Motion instructed the aforementioned 
departments, in coordination with the Information Technology Agency and FilmLA, to 
report on opportunities to either update and enhance PWRS or develop a real-time 
right-of-way closure online portal that displays what travel lanes, sidewalks, and parking 
spaces are closed at any given time to the public; and, to develop standard notification 
procedures that are employed across all projects and are required as part of any permits 
that are issued by the City.

Current Notification Procedure
Through the existing PWRS, permit applicants obtain a conflict report of other 
construction activities within the public right-of-way near their excavation area during 
their proposed work period. The permittee is instructed to coordinate with any conflicting 
work on their own initiative. Permittees are generally not required to notify adjacent 
properties. However, in specific instances, when deemed necessary due to sensitive land 
uses, special events, peak seasons, etc., permittees are directed to coordinate with the 
council office and/or adjacent properties to mitigate specific impacts to access and/or 
traffic.

Municipal Code Changes
In 2006, the City established the PWRS to improve coordination of construction activities 
and other encroachments, reduce related effects on businesses and residents and 
minimize the loss of traffic capacity resulting from construction or maintenance (including 
rail, utility, private development, street improvement, street maintenance, location filming 
and still photo shoots), or any other activity within the street. The PWRS in its current 
form is constrained by the information available to the system, generally dictated by 
existing city codes, policies and procedures. For example, a 500 square-foot excavation 
project, once permitted, has up to 6 months to start construction as provided by the 
LAMC, and the PWRS does not know the actual estimated duration of the excavation 
work, which may be as little as one day. Similarly, applicants are currently not required to 
sketch the traffic impact area in PWRS so the system is not aware of the affected project 
area. Before PWRS can be made significantly more effective, certain changes are 
necessary, some of which require changes to the LAMC. To initiate this task, the following 
LAMC changes are recommended:
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A. Delegate management of the PWRS. LAMC 62.251 established the PWRS in 
2006 as a 1-year pilot platform for a specific impact area within BOE’s Central 
District, and established the PWRS Management Committee as an entity to assess 
the PWRS and report back to the Board and City Council (Council) on its 
performance. However, the PWRS is currently in permanent use throughout the 
entire City, without an official transition from pilot status, and the committee was 
not established. A provision to delegate some of the PWRS policies to the Board 
would allow for program requirements to be adjusted more easily as technology 
changes and the system is improved. The code should be modified to provide for:

a. Permanent status of the PWRS;
b. Mandatory usage of the PWRS citywide; and,
c. Delegation of authority to the Board, to evaluate, manage, modify or replace 

the PWRS as needed.

B. Change the valid term of an excavation permit and allow for renewals. LAMC 
62.02 establishes that an excavation permit expires six months from issuance 
date. This creates a one-size-fits-all 6-month reservation time frame that is too 
large and broad for most excavation work, and makes proper and detailed 
management of construction activities within the public space difficult. The code 
should be modified to allow BOE to set, at its discretion, the duration of a permit to 
reflect actual field time necessary to complete the work. The code also establishes 
that no extensions of time may be granted for an excavation permit once it is 
expired. The code should be modified or deleted to allow BOE to adjust or renew, 
at its discretion, an active or expired excavation permit deadline when appropriate 
and feasible.

C. Assure permanent restoration of the public right-of-way. LAMC 62.04 
authorizes the Board to promptly perform restoration work that was neglected by 
the responsible party, and to have the cost of such work deducted from a deposit. 
Utility permits currently have no deposits or mechanism to guarantee work 
completion to the satisfaction of the City. The code should be modified to require 
the permittee to submit and maintain a general cash deposit, in an amount to be 
established by the Board, suitable to the volume of work performed, to be used to
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cover any permit deficiencies and to secure the faithful performance with the terms 
and conditions under each permit.

D. Board to enforce appropriate penalties. LAMC 62.61 establishes penalties for 
non-compliance. The code should be modified and/or expanded to provide the 
Board sufficient leverage for its enforcement responsibilities. For example:

a. The administrative penalty for a first violation citation is only $250. These 
fees were set in 2007 and currently provide minimal deterrence for 
non-compliance. Other metropolitan cities charge much higher penalties. 
For example, San Francisco’s penalty for working without a permit is 
$10,000 per day. The citation fee schedule should be updated immediately, 
and re-evaluated at reasonable intervals.

b. The code should be revised to provide a more robust penalty system for 
non-compliance, aside from administrative or criminal penalties. For 
example, a violator may be banned from working in the public right-of-way 
for a period of time.

c. Work performed without a permit should have higher penalties than cases 
where general permit conditions are violated.

d. More efficient methods should be considered for assessing penalties for 
permit violations by utility companies due to their unique regular and 
consistent work within the Public Right of Way. For instance, if viable, the 
assessment of a fee against a cash deposit account for a utility may be 
more efficient than the current method of citation for general permit holders.

E. Clarify the warranty period of restoration work. LAMC 62.04(m) provides 
direction for permanent resurfacing by permittees but it is confusing in that the 
provision for the warranty for permittees is contained under the heading 
"Permanent Resurfacing by City.” The language should be clarified regarding 
warranty work such that it includes all work performed, not just the paving, and the 
heading is more representative.

F. Clarify the requirement for inspection of any restoration work. LAMC 62.04 
requires a permit holder to notify the BCA of any excavation larger than 100 square 
feet. The code should be modified to require inspection of all excavation work.
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G. Clarify the responsibilities of the permittee. LAMC 62.61 requires that an 
application for a permit must include the name of the applicant and the person 
responsible for the work. The code should be modified to further clarify:

The responsibility of the permittee and its designees (e.g., developers, 
general contractor, subcontractor, etc.);
The authority of a permittee to further delegate or subcontract construction 
work; and,
The permit is issued to the permittee, therefore it should be made clear that 
compliance of permit terms and performance of work is ultimately the 
responsibility of the permittee in cases where other contractors are 
delegated rights to carry out some or all of the work.

a.

b.

c.

H. Indemnification of the City for permit work . In order to reduce liability for the 
City, LAMC should be modified to include indemnification language that states that 
the permittee will hold the City of Los Angeles harmless for any injury or harm 
caused by the permittee's work.

Enhanced Notification Procedure
The current notification for construction work within the public right-of-way could be 
improved to reduce impact to the public and to allow better planning to permittees and 
surrounding properties. To initiate this task, the following improvements may be 
considered by the Board of Public Works in the development of a enhanced notification 
procedure:

A prescribed standard notification procedure could be built into the permit and/or 
City Planning conditions when certain types of impacts would occur, such as lane 
closures, sidewalk closures and parking removal.
The notification could be provided to the public at least one week prior to 
construction.
A standard form, maybe similar to the distinguishable FilmLA blue tags, could be 
used to accustom residents and business owners to identify the notices easily.
The notice could clearly convey the impact to any parking, vehicular and/or 
pedestrian access.
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If you have any questions, please contact Deputy City Engineer Ted Allen, at (213) 
485-4915.

Kevin James, Board of Public Works
Joel Jacinto, Board of Public Works
John Reamer, Bureau of Contract Administration
Nazario Sauceda, Bureau of Street Services
Ted Ross, Information Technology Agency
Seleta Reynolds, Los Angeles Department of Transportation
Nate Hayward, Council District 14
Jennifer Quintanilla, Office of the Chief Legislative Analyst

cc:


